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Summary
This process book describes research and design of the information
architecture scheme developed for the Community Historians Spring 2016
Project Studio class project: WestSide Community Archive (WCA). The
purpose of WCA is to serve as a robust and accessible backend for the
storing, organizing, and sensemaking of various media collected from the
ongoing community work in the Westside neighborhood in Atlanta. The
project team collected and assembled media from several previously
conducted community research projects into a single database on Omeka.
Next, a subset of the media was selected to be analyzed collectively by the
project team in order to develop an initial set of potential categorization
schemes. Remaining data from the subset was then analyzed individually
according to the group categorization scheme. Finally, utilizing a hybrid-card
sorting technique, the data was collectively synthesized into a tag/keyword
scheme. The resulting information architecture developed from this process
will allow for robust querying of media in the WCA.
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Define
the Scope

Research

Conversations: how do we enable
conversations within the community?
Sense-making: how do we support the
process of sense-making that allows for
articulation of issues?

Content
Analysis

Information
Architecture

How can digital media serve as a platform to support community
engagement in the West Side neighborhoods of Atlanta?
Enabling engagement and action around issues is vital to the overall health
and prosperity of a community. Collective engagement around issues builds
social capital that enables powerful forms of collective action. For this work,
we consider how various forms of media (pictures, articles, oral histories,
videos, interviews, etc) should be organized to support a community in this
regard. Specifically, we focus on two of essential catalysts for both
engagement and action:
●
Conversations: how do we enable conversations within the
community?
●
Sense-making: how do we support the process of sense-making that
allows for articulation of issues?
Taking these into account, we address the following the challenges:
●
Organizing a collection of heterogeneous, disparate media content
from previous projects conducted in the westside.
●
Building an archive that will house the previous media in an organized
format while supporting ongoing collection of media.
●
Design of an information architecture scheme that will allow for
robust access to media content from stakeholders.

Three Circles of Information Architecture

Context
Business goals, funding,
politics, culture, technology,
resources, constraints

Content

Users

Document/data types,
content objects, volume,
existing structure

Audience, tasks, needs,
information seeking
behavior, experience

Information Architecture (IA) is the process of “structuring, organizing, and
labeling information to make it easy to find and manage.” The goal of any IA
project is to develop the structural design of an information space to
facilitate task completion and intuitive access to content. In order to do so,
IA as a process needs to consider these three elements of an information
space: context, users and content.
Eventually, the goals of the larger research project in which the work of this
studio is situated in, class constraints, and technological feasibility all
factored into a collective refining of the context to primarily consider how
the media archive would be used to augment and facilitate a group
conversation in a community meeting setting. In this context, media would
be created by community but uploaded by researchers who would also
facilitate access to media during a meeting.
The initial IA work was centered around thinking through the information
needs of the various personas. More importantly, this initial scope was
focused on the individual needs. As the context of use shifted to that of a
community meeting setting being facilitated and augmented through media
supplied by archive, our perspective changed to consider how the IA would
need to simultaneously accommodate a collective.

Context

Content

Users

Identifying context of use for the
archive initially took several potential
directions. At first, the context of use
for the archive was conceptualized
as a backend for an open use media
platform for residents of the
westside community, policy makers,
and researchers. The open nature of
this conceptualization was
problematic as the ‘context’
essentially became ‘contexts’ with
multiple scenarios and use cases for
the media. It was also not clear who
would be creating uploading new
media vs consuming media.

The media content that the archive
would be composed of initially was
both homogenous and disparate. For
instance, some media had been
collected by researchers conducting
interviews with community
stakeholders. These often took the
form of large audio files without
transcription. At other times media
was in the form of images and sound
clips from community residents.
Another common form was video or
audio media of oral histories of
residents.

Similar to the discussion regarding the
evolution of conceptualization of use
context, the users underwent a similar
transformation. Initially, the following
three classes of users were
considered: Community, Policymakers,
Researchers, and Workshop
facilitators (GaTech)

The assortment of types, contexts,
and objectives from the media
presented a difficult task for the IA.
Most of the media lack sufficient
metadata and/or transcription as
well. The piecemeal nature of the
contextual information that did exist
was seldomly useful.

From these classes, the following
personas developed:
1.
Community
a.
Organizers
b.
Activists
c.
Non-users
d.
Elderly users
e.
Students
1.
Policymakers
a.
Local vs. state
b.
Departments (public
safety, transportation)
c.
What are their positions?
How high up?

Early Understanding of Workflow

This model demonstrates the submission process and funnelling the community’s
folksonomy into a taxonomy used by policy makers.
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References
After defining the scope of the project, we
looked into existing information architecture
schemes and tools for oral history data.
“Information Architecture for the Web and
Beyond” by Rosenfeld, Morville & Arango
(2015) was our primary reference for framing
our general process for building the information
architecture of the archive.

Archive tools

Metadata format

We chose Omeka, an online content
management tool for archiving data for
the following reasons:

The Dublin Core Schema was
established by the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative for describing
basic attributes of web data such
as videos and images. It is the
default format Omeka uses for
identifying content and context,
such as the Title, Creator, Format,
etc. We decided to continue using
it because it is general purpose
and possibly interoperable with
other standards.

Cost: Omeka is free and open-source
Legacy technology: The project has
previously used Omeka and has files
uploaded and tagged in the system.
Popularity: Omeka is widely used in the
humanities space (museums, historical
foundations, academia) and is widely
documented.
Familiarity: One of our team members,
Jennifer has past experience in using it.
Front-end integration: Omeka has API
plug-ins that export data into JSON
formats for front-end development.
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Top-down approach

Bottom-up approach

Analyze current tagging conventions from
existing archives:

This approach entails tagging a subset of files to create
the information architecture. Rosenfeld, Morville & Arango
describe this as “content analysis” (p. 325).

Communityhistorians.net
Omeka archive
Westside Soul.net
Mindmap: proof of concept for existing
categories. Helped us understand current
structure of files.
We observed that the legacy tags were not
arranged in any sort of hierarchy.
Moreover, the rationale and methods for
their tagging systems were not provided.
Hence, for future archival work, our group
had to create a more robust, searchable
and exhaustive categorization/tagging
system with more defined rules and
vocabulary.

Our purpose for doing this was to:
1.
Validate the categorization schemes from the topdown approach.
2.
Generate new categories; find out recurring trends
that were not previously observed.
3.
Create rules or guidelines for tagging / categorizing
4.
Identify problems encountered in accessing and
processing the files.
We used a “Noah’s Ark approach” (p. 326) to capture
different types of file and to get a representative sample
of the overall content. We divided these samples among
our group to watch. Our process was to write down
descriptive keywords about the data based on: words that
the interviewees themselves used, keywords under the
previously generated categories, and our own
observations.

Analyzing Community Historians projects

Retrieving different tags

Affinity mapping into categories via XMind

Analyzing ~262
video, audio and
image files

Shared spreadsheet
for generating tags
https://docs.google.
com/spreadsheets/d/
1bt1IsVQZElUPR7Wg
XVh6mGaQZ34w6d3
4R29o3w7TW5M/edit
?usp=sharing

Internal card sort
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

Once we have watched the videos and
generated individual tags, we
categorized our own keywords using
UsabiliTest, a card-sorting tool.
We used a hybrid card sorting
approach, leveraging the top-down
categories while also creating our own.
Example test: http://www.usabilitest.
com/uxjruVg
Our group got together and
consolidated the categories we
created.
We added new categories for some
prominent discussion points.
We then analyzed the relationships of
these different categories to generate a
conceptual framework for the archive’s
content, centered around the idea of
“community”.

Individual card sorting (via Usabilitest)

Printing out card sorting results

Combining all our tags

Consolidating categories
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Creation of a categorization schema
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Grouping categories into a relationship model

The development of themes led to this relationship model which unites top down and bottom up
approaches (policy vs. community terms, taxonomy vs. folksonomy, academic jargon vs colloquial
language). The center is where the actions and concerns of the community meet with the actions
and concerns of government.

General Descriptive Metadata
Vocabulary

Description

Keyword examples

Interviewer

The person(s) performing the
interview

Chris LeDantec

Interviewee

The person(s) being interviewed

Hattie Dorsey

Location or Event

Where was this oral history taken?

Festival of Lights 2014

Transcription

Any written text transcribed from a
sound

“HATTIE DORSEY: I like change, and I
think things can be positive, but I
think it has to be inclusive.”

Duration

Length of time involved (seconds,
minutes, hours, class periods, etc.)

03:50:12

Time Summary

A summary of an interview given for
different time stamps throughout
the interview

Start time: 00:00:00
End time: 00:10:00
The interview begins with Hattie
Dorsey talking about the importance
of inclusion in politics.

Topics Mentioned
Vocabulary

Description

Keyword examples

People

Individuals or social groups
mentioned mentioned in the
interview

Names: Herman Cain, Sandra Walker

Institutions mentioned in the
interview

Names: Atlanta Harm Reduction Coalition

Events mentioned in the interview

Community event: Festival of Lights,
elections

Organizations

Events

Occupations: mayor, pastor
Socio-economic/demographic group:
youth, homeless

General terms: government, church*

Historic period: Civil Rights Movement,
1940s
Locations

Locations mentioned in the
interview

Cities, districts or areas: Atlanta, Vine City
General terms: park, church*
Street names: Proctor Street, North
Avenue
Buildings: Vine City Church

*Keywords can be duplicated under different topics depending on the context of use

Culture & History Metadata
Vocabulary

Description

Keyword description

Social Life

Consists of the community’s social
organization, personal/community
stories and narratives, activities,
traditions, religion, food, music, etc.

Social structure: single parent household

Social Issues

Wide-scale trends that affect the
community

Poverty, racism, substance abuse

Emotional &
Experiential

Attitudes and perspectives the
community has towards their own
group/neighborhood or the
government

Excitement, morale, pride, distrust,
distress, infighting

Engagement

Ways of getting the community
involved, ranging from supportive
structures, civic activity and activism

Projects: community garden, Tuesday
Night Men’s Meeting

Personal stories: childhood, financial
burden
Activities: prayer, storytelling

Strategies: Leadership, empowerment,
collaboration, consultation
Activist efforts: boycotting, “Operation
Breadbasket”

Government Metadata
Vocabulary

Description

Keyword Examples

Infrastructure

Means to deploy social services and
enforce safety and control

Systems/facilities: transportation, sewage

Issues or projects relating to
education

Issues: Dropout rates, absenteeism

Issues or projects relating to
housing

Goals: affordable housing

Education

Housing / Urban
Planning

Legal/criminal infrastructure: child support,
court hearings, tax delinquency, drug
trafficking

Project: satellite campus

Activities: urban renewal, area planning
Issues: abandoned houses, displacement,
gentrification

Development

Government or private efforts to
increase revenue, employment and
improve livelihood

Project name: Invest Atlanta
Activities: tourism, construction, funding,
capacity building
Goals: sustainability

Omeka 101
Themes are tags, and tags are keywords

The metadata associated with each item needed to flexible enough to meet
the needs of the community while also providing context for policy makers
and potential researchers. Existing content contained over 200 tags. We
decided to modify the tagging system using themes, keywords, and the
suggestion of relations for future work.
Themes

Keywords

Relations

This is the broadest area
for categorization. To
ensure a bottom-up
approach, these areas are
drawn directly from a
cross section of videos in
the database. This will

These are specific things
mentioned in each item.
When uploading content,
the contributor has the
option of several element
fields to which a keyword
can be attributed. This
specification provides
context and meaning to
keywords.

This is suggestion is a
means to further refine
the correlation of items
within Omeka. Similar to
themes, relations are
generated from the
community’s content.
However, relations bring
together a larger range of
items to further
understanding of a
complicated issue.

allow the community to
dictate importance.
We adopted the tag
function of Omeka for
themes. This will

decrease existing tags
from 207 to a more
manageable number.

Example:
Location: Church
physical location
Organization: Church
An entity that is a part of
the community

Examples:
History of the church
Activist infighting

Element Search Combinations

Theme

Theme

Theme

Keyword

Theme

Keyword

Theme

Keyword

Example search

Stadium
Theme

Church
Theme

Vote

Activism Keyword

Meeting

Activism Keyword

An item returned from both searches.

S.A. Baker

Person Keyword

Vine City

Location Keyword

Uploading Content
Single File Upload

Batch File Upload

Standard upload process making it most
stable

Time saving appeal for after an event with
several media files (e.g. Festival of Lights)

Most efficient method for ensuring quality
control

Useful for classroom/studio workflow

Requires FTP access
Recommend using ethernet connection when
uploading; inconsistent wireless signal causes
entire process to fail

Metadata can be applied in conjunction with a
CSV upload or on an individual item basis

Using Dropbox Plugin for Batch Upload
Step 1. Use an FTP client to login to server side of archive

Step 2. Locate Dropbox folder where media files will be uploaded. Folder
path: archive.ourcommunity.is>plugins>Dropbox>files

Step 3. Drag and Drop media into “files” folder.

Using Dropbox Plugin for Batch Upload
Step 3. Verify successful batch upload of files by logging in to Omeka and
clicking “Dropbox” tab on left. Files should display as they appeared on your
hard drive before dragging to FTP server

Looking Forward
Recommendations and Guidelines

Research Documentation
➜
➜
➜
➜

Data analysis (e.g., grounded theory analysis) may be preserved to
guide categorization process
Methodology, interview questions and notes may be included to
contextualize data
Privacy issues: Make consent explicit for electronic storage of videos
See Oral History Association best practices for more info: http://www.
oralhistory.org/about/principles-and-practices/#best

File Management
➜
➜
➜
➜
➜

Develop consistent rules for file names: e.g., person.interviewer.date.
event
File names must be descriptive (as opposed to MVI2715)
Videos in their folders must be given more context (e.g., readme.txt)
Do data cleanup: delete redundant, empty, corrupted files
Convert video files to more optimized format for web before uploading
to reduce upload times (H.264 in .mp4 container)

Information Architecture
➜
➜

Validate existing categories through hybrid card sorting with potential
users using a subset of the generated keywords
Analyze more content to develop more keywords and possibly add
more categories

Omeka Infrastructure
➜
➜

Clean up files in Dropbox; some files display on Dropbox webpage but
are no longer in Dropbox files folder on FTP side
Optimized Search
○
Videos need to be transcribed and captioned so they can be
searched, including at specific time stamps
○
Create algorithm that searches for synonymous terms (e.g.,
security = safety)
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